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Find the 12 differences between the original photograph, top, and the altered photograph, center.
Answers at bottom. (Degree of difficulty: advanced.) For more Second Glance puzzles, click here.
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Original photo by Randy Mays; performers at the Takoma Park Independence Day Parade, 2014. July 19
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He is accused of killing someone in a parking spot dispute. Authorities say he was
standing his ground.
Michael Drejka was arguing with a woman about wrongly parking in a handicap
spot. Then her boyfriend got involved.
23 hours ago

In Somalia, a 10-year-old girl bled to death after a genital mutilation ritual
UNICEF estimates 98 percent of girls and women in the country have been cut
1 day ago

Analysis

2 troubling questions for Trump in light of the new Michael Cohen tape revelation
Trump and Cohen talked about paying Karen McDougal. Regardless of whether
anything damning was said, it's ominous.
2 days ago
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Inside Trump’s Palm Beach
castle and his 30-year fight to
win over the locals

How to fight loneliness? Seek a
community. Don’t wait for a
phone call.

Vitamin D may help cut down
asthma attacks

An interview with Oprah
Winfrey: ‘I come as one, but I
stand as 10,000.’

Israel, U.S. sign massive
military aid package, in low-key
ceremony at the State
Department

Putin goes full Orwell
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Most Read

Kimberly Guilfoyle leaves Fox News, reportedly heading for pro-Trump PAC

Jonathan Gold did more than critique the Los Angeles food scene. He
defined it.

The grossest show on TV stars a dermatologist known as Dr. Pimple
Popper. Here’s why people like it.

How a 50-year-old photo mystery was solved. Well, at least half of it.
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The story must be told.
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Try 1 month for $1

Here are 5 recipes for homemade barbecue sauces that will outdo the
store-bought kind
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